
Elasticated 

CPE Shoe Covers

SAFETY

Basic Specifications

 Item code: PC51 - BLUE, PC52 - WHITE, PC54 - RED, PC55 - YELLOW

 Material: CPE, embossed surface, thickness 0.025mm, other thickness available

 Colors available: blue, white, red, yellow

 Size available: size 14”/36x15cm, 16”/40x16cm, 18”/46x17cm etc

 Style and design: elastic at ankles, hand-made elastic or machine made elastic

 Regular Pack: 10pcs/roll, 10rolls/bag, 100pcs/bag, 2000pcs/ctn
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CPE Shoe Covers are made from 

waterproof and soft chlorinated 

polyethylene material which is commonly

used in clean & hygiene rules, food 

industry, factory, household, hotel etc. 

It is an ideal and economical way to 

protect against water, dust particles, dirt

and light acid and alkali in the work area.

PC51 - BLUE

PC52 - WHITE

PC54 - RED

PC55 - YELLOW

Item Codes:



Instruction for use 

Please don’t use CPE products in hot 

environment to temperature above 50℃. 

In very hot working area, there will be

some substances transferred and migrated

from the material. Please make sure the

shoe cover is well sealed and no holes.

Check the elastic at ankles firstly and put

on. To ensure the size fit feet well and with

good movement. Please don’t re-use.
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Features

 Economical waterproof shoe cover

 Made of soft, non-skid, embossed surface and

comfortable material

 Resistance to light acid and alkali, dust particles, 

dirt and water

 Many colors available

 Wide range of application

Quality Standard

 Production under ISO:9001:2008

 CE category I

 PPE Directive 89/686/EEC

 FDA

 REACH Regulation

Suggested Application

 General hygiene and cleaning rules

 Food processing and handling

 Food industry factory

 Clean room

 Household, Hotel etc

Storage Please stock the goods in dry environment

and avoid direct sunlight. Please don’t stock the

goods in hot environment to temperature above

40℃ and humid above 80%. To keep away from

high frequency equipment.

Generally the shelf life is 6 years. We suggest you

use products within 3 years.

Do not wash Do not iron

Inflammable

Do not machine dry

Do not dry clean

Do not reuse


